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About This Content

Face up to the toil, struggle, pain, strife and hardships of leadership in the latest expansion for Crusader Kings II.

Developed by award winning Paradox Development Studios. The latest iteration to the franchise follows in the proud tradition
of introducing defining new game elements to the narrative.

Crusader Kings II: Way of Life allows you to live life the way you like, be it as a peaceful mystic, a family man or a master of
war. Each chosen focus will tell a different tale and presents an opportunity to forge your path to success by setting your focus

and shaping the destiny of your empire.

Main features:

Set a Focus (a "way of life") for your character to give them an immediate skill boost, develop their abilities and
determine the kind of events and decisions they tend to get (there are ten of these focuses: Rulership, Business, Hunting,
War, Family, Carousing, Seduction, Intrigue, Scholarship and Theology.)

Hundreds of new events and 20 new images.

Many new diplomatic interactions (Duel, Seduce, Banish to Monastery, Break up with Lover, etc).
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Toadled is a very short mobile port that has you playing a frog(?) eating to fill its stomach. I can’t recommend you buying this
game considering the mobile version is free, so if you really feel that itch to play it then go download it on your phone.

Story - There really isn’t any. You can collect a comic about the Toad’s story, but it doesn’t have any real relevance in the game.
The achievement name for getting all of the comic also spoiled the story so the reveal that it was aliens was anti climatic. The
comic is contradictory to some of the little snippets of Toad’s backstory you get from the enemy info page so I’m not to entirely
sure what happened after it was dropped off on earth and before it starts devouring everything.

Gameplay - Toad is stationary in the center of the screen and you control its tongue to eat enemies and collect coins. The
gameplay is incredibly repetitive and boring to the point that I had to put on a stream in the background so I didn’t fall asleep
while getting the final achievements. The enemies are easy to click on and most of the time their approach is straightforward.
However when Toad is getting massive and taking up most of the screen, an enemy will circle around Toad offscreen because it
is too large and only appear on the screen for a second or two before crashing deep into Toad’s massive body that it can’t see
anymore. There is a way to solve this though, you just need to spam the slow-mo because there isn’t a cooldown so you can just
play the entire game like that making it even easier. The upgrade system is pretty straightforward, but the problem is that getting
coins requires you to violently move your cursor back and forth across the screen like your having a localized seizure in your
arm.

Sound and Art - Nothing amazing, nothing horrible. The art style is cute and the music knows it’s place in the background. As I
said earlier, I ended up turning off the sound at the end so I could have something to stimulate brain activity.

Everything Else - The achievements were easy to get so that’s a plus.

Final Verdict - Pass, even on the mobile version. It wasn’t fun enough to warrant the waste of an hour.. It's an alright game.
Everything is really dark, which makes it hard to see anything on the screen.. https://youtu.be/F_PEOLNnag8

Anoxemia is a story rich adventure game with mechanics that continue to present themselves and interesting new ways to take
advantage of them.

If you like games that test you're ability to think outside the box this is for you, if you like a mystery which presents itself
immediately evoking an instant interest in what's going to happen this is for you and most importantly if you like harpoons this
game is for you!

The only complaints I have are:

- Very little story exposition during gameplay

- The drone mechanic doesn't seem to tether to the player correctly (Player just stands still if drone goes to far ahead)

- Music is repetitive (Works for creating atmosphere but variation would have been nice)

. Very refreshing game, full of colour, great music, story is simple but nice, the negative is too short for such good game. Now
that the developer has reduced the price from $2.99 to $0.99 it is easy for me to recommend. There's only enough content here
to keep you engaged for about an hour but for a dollar it's worth it. The puzzles are well designed and the background music is
very soothing\/relaxing.. I wish there was a yeah, kinda, maybe response.

I found this game addicting, funny. Really enjoyable.
The art style is good, unfortunately its difficulty is a bad one for me.
It's really hard. Like, on NORMAL play, its STILL really hard.
I had trouble beating a few levels, and then I got to the point where I'd have to do it over and over and oveeer.
You get it.

It sucks because I enjoyed it, but I haven't been able to really play it freely since.
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It's kinda stressful. If you like games like that, totally go for it! Its a good game, not broken at all.
Just...difficult.. This is an interesting one. Kinda of a paint by numbers plot. Decent HOG though some of the scenes can get
annoying when you click on something and it doesn't take. Some of the puzzles are easy while others are a bit frustrating if only
because you don't know what to do\/find. Bonus chapter sums up the storyline nicely. It's tacked on but it completes the
unfinished buisness of the main game. I'm recomending it if you like HOGS but maybe wait for a sale.. This game's pretty neat.
It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot for what you get here. It's
a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having much to offer, has some great core mechanics. The controls in particular are
really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels great to dance around obstacles and grind along walls at breakneck speeds.
It's also a really pretty game to look at; like RadPanda said, this game looks like straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I
can't see myself playing this for hours and hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a
bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie
game. I'd love to see a few new game modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe along with just a tad more track variation,
but the game is already definitely in a state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners,
this game's for you.
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Like the title says, it's another twin stick shooter. Big bass, awesome explosions and colors.... and it's hard. The developer
responds quickly to concerns.. The 1st DLC I ever bought for TS. It still hold up as oen of my favs. I give it a 7\/10.. I hate you
3000. After Zuma Deluxe, i didn't like this game at start. But when i got used to this game, i think this game is better than it..
You call this a racing game, but I know an endless runner when I see one. Dull and derivative. Chipzel, though.. very good
program,I love that and can work perfectly with it
For me the program is the best, simplest and coolest right now
can only recommend!!!
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